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CLEAN & FRESH
Solutions for Better Cleaning

Pictured above Frau Rosita Brammer of Le 
Meridien Hotel Hamburg accepting her prize 
from Karl-Heinz Gabriel, Clean & Fresh.

In November last year, Clean & Fresh hosted a big, exciting and much 
enjoyed party to celebrate their 20th Anniversary. The celebration was 
held in Köln’s beautiful Grand Hotel, Excelsior Ernst, in the shadow of the 
dramatic spires of Köln Cathedral. Some of their most highly
esteemed clients, friends and colleagues joined them to eat, drink, 
dance and be merry! 

The night was a roaring success, catered for wonderfully by the 
Excelsior hotel staff, with a delicious three course meal and a fabulous 
atmosphere. Speeches from co-owners Shirley Daglish and Heinz Gabriel 
were well received by guests, and the night was finished off by an amaz-
ing tombola, imparting incredible prizes of hotel breaks all over Europe, 
and raising €1600 for a wonderful cause! All courtesy of Clean & Fresh’s 
most treasured clients across the continent. We would like to thank all 
our guests again for attending, and making it a fantastic and 
absolutely unforgettable night! 
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Managing Director, Shirley Daglish &
Operations Director, Karl-Heinz Gabriel 
welcoming guests to the company’s 20th 
Anniversary Party, which was held in the 
Excelsior Ernst Hotel.

Professor Dr. Berthold from the Kinder Krank-
enhaus in Koln pictured above accepting the 
cheque from Karl-Heinz Gabriel and Shirley 
Daglish, Clean & Fresh.

Herr Kleinöder, of Maternhaus, Koln presenting flowers to  Shirley Daglish, Clean & Fresh.

Guests showed a great deal of enthusiasm for the tombola for which more than 30 clients of 
Clean and Fresh had donated vouchers for a weekend stay.  The tombola generated the 
magnificent sum of €1600 in aid of the Kinder Krankenhaus in Koln. 
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If you would like to arrange an individual consultation 
prior to quotation or a ‘no cost’ visit to your establishment don’t 
hesitate to contact us, Clean & Fresh looks forward to working with you.

Clean & Fresh are able to clean any and all types of upholstery fabric, and 
are guaranteed to remove all stains other than burns and bleaches. This is 
due to their pioneering steam extraction technique - cutting edge in 
commercial cleaning. 

Clean & Fresh also provide an innovative cleaning treatment for mattress-
es. Their revolutionary technology not only removes all stains, MRSA, HIV, 
dust mites, urine and blood, but is also guaranteed for one year. Clean 
& Fresh hold exclusive rights to a uniquely developed TÜV certificated 
cleaning agent with deodoriser, placing them at the technological fore-
front of their field. This treatment is completed using a CFR-3 Filter Sys-
tem, which allows mattresses to be available for use within 3 hours. This 
means rooms can be used that same day, thus saving on costs. Clean & 
Fresh regard mattress cleaning to be a crucial part of hotel servicing, and

Headboards, Upholstery & Mattresses
As with upholstery, Clean & Fresh 
use innovative technology to re-
move 95% of all stains on carpets 
(excluding only burns and bleach-
es), enabling them to dry in just 2 
to 3 hours. 

A specialist curtain cleaning service 
has also been developed by Clean 
& Fresh where all curtains (what-
ever the fabric), hanging up to 10 
metres can be cleaned in situ.  A 
dry filter system with hot water 
steam is used, and the curtains 
are then treated with a cleaning 
agent specifically designed for fab-
ric cleaning and protection.  After 
treatment, curtains will take only 
2-4 hours to dry. Net curtains can 
also be washed on site.

We also offer a Specialist Payment 
Scheme, please get in contact for 

more information.

Carpets & Curtains

Hotel Profiles

recommend professional maintenance once per year.  

Specially developed Ultra Clean No.1 is the product of 
choice among many hoteliers as you can use the 

stain removing agent without having 
to clean the entire item. 

Contact us for more 
information.


